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First extrapolation for 2022: third deficit due 
to COVID-19 pandemic 

According to the first extrapolation for 2022, the Confederation is expecting a financing 
deficit of CHF 5.0 billion for this year. Based on initial estimates, the extraordinary 
expenditure, which was largely to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, amounts to 
CHF 7.4 billion. A financing surplus of CHF 0.7 billion is anticipated for the ordinary 
budget.  

The Federal Council was informed about the current extrapolation on August 17, 2022. Based 
on the figures up to the end of June, the Confederation is again expecting a high financing 
deficit of CHF 5.0 billion for 2022, versus a budgeted shortfall of CHF 2.3 billion. The deficit is 
due to extraordinary expenditure, currently estimated at CHF 7.4 billion. CHF 6.5 billion of this 
will be needed to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic and around CHF 0.9 billion will probably 
be required for people from Ukraine seeking protection. According to current estimates, the 
Confederation is reckoning on a financing surplus of CHF 0.7 billion in the ordinary budget, 
whereas a deficit of CHF 0.6 billion was originally expected. 

The extrapolation is associated with considerable uncertainty. In particular, it is inherently 
difficult to estimate the actual amount of unplannable extraordinary expenditure. 

Table: 2022 financing statement – extrapolation as of June 30, 2022  

CHF bn 
2022 
bdg. 

June 
extrapol. 

Difference 
extrapol.  
vs. bdg. 

Ordinary receipts 77.1 77.9 +0.8 

Tax receipts 73.1 73.8 +0.8 

Nontax receipts  4.1 4.1 +0.0 

Ordinary expenditure 77.7 77.2 -0.6 

Current expenditure 66.1 65.5 -0.6 

Investment expenditure 11.6 11.7 -0.0 

Ordinary fiscal balance -0.6 +0.7 +1.3 

Extraordinary receipts 1.5 1.6 +0.1 

Extraordinary expenditure 3.3 7.4 +4.1 

Overall fiscal balance -2.3 -5.0 -2.7 

Any discrepancies in the totals are due to rounding.  
Bdg. = budget, extrapol. = extrapolation 
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Improved ordinary budget 

According to estimates, ordinary receipts are likely to be CHF 0.8 billion above budget (+1.0%), 
due primarily to additional VAT receipts of CHF 1.1 billion on the back of the good 2021 results 
and the higher nominal economic growth rate caused by inflation. In contrast, a reduction in 
withholding tax receipts of around CHF 0.5 billion is anticipated. The estimated trend level is 
below that in the 2022 budget, as withholding tax receipts in 2020 and 2021 were significantly 
lower than in previous years. 

On the expenditure side, supplements and other credit increases are estimated to amount to 
CHF 1.6 billion. These additional burdens stand against unutilized credits, as numerous budget 
items are likely to be underutilized. The largest unutilized credits are set to arise from EU 
research programs (-547 mn; non-association to Horizon), the deposit in the motorway and 
urban transportation fund (-131 mn) and the recapitalization of Skyguide (-100 mn). Overall, 
an estimated CHF 2.2 billion in unutilized credits is anticipated for the ordinary budget, i.e. 
2.8% of budgetary credits. The combined effect of these two factors is that ordinary 
expenditure will probably be CHF 0.6 billion (-0.7%) below budget. 

COVID-19 expenditure unlikely to be fully utilized 

The extraordinary receipts of CHF 1.6 billion are derived largely from the supplementary 
amounts distributed by the Swiss National Bank in fiscal 2021 (1.3 bn). 

With the 2022 budget and addenda Ia and Ib, Parliament has so far approved extraordinary 
expenditure of CHF 9.1 billion to cushion the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. According to 
initial estimates, extraordinary expenditure of around CHF 0.9 billion is anticipated in 
addendum II for people from Ukraine seeking protection. It would appear at present that the 
budgeted COVID-19 expenditure is unlikely to be fully utilized in all areas. The actual 
extraordinary expenditure is estimated to be a total of CHF 7.4 billion. Primarily the funds for 
loss of earnings compensation (0.3 bn instead of 2.2 bn) and short-time working (2.5 bn 
instead of 2.9 bn) will not be fully utilized. However, the estimates are still subject to 
considerable uncertainty. 

 

Classification of the extrapolation  

The Parliament Act stipulates that the Federal Council shall arrange for projections on the 
expected annual result to be issued as of June 30 and September 30 and shall notify 
Parliament thereof. The extrapolation is an estimate and thus has to be interpreted with 
caution. Like last year, the degree of uncertainty is particularly high and depends on how the 
pandemic and the war in Ukraine will evolve in the future.  
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The following can be found as an enclosure to this press release at www.finance.admin.ch: 

- Federal tax receipts up to the end of June 2022  
- Information note for the Finance Committees  
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